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ZEPTAGRAM
APPLICATIONS FOR ARTISTS
- Additional income
- Capitalize on popularity
- Income flexibility
- Income in advance if desired
- Fan engagement
- Marketing value
- Wide offer
Zeptagram makes it possible for Music Creators
to earn additional income from their sales. Most
Music Creators do not utilize their popularity
sufficiently and miss potential supplementary
income. Zeptagram's solution where Music
Creators can get direct investments in music
rights gives Music Creators a notable opportunity
to tailor their income to their needs, adding to
the traditional industry standard earnings.
Making fans a stakeholder in their success can
strengthen the bond with fans and followers.
Fans who’ve made investments in certain songs
will become more emotionally attached to the
Music Creator, inspiring more loyalty. The sale of
NFTs and music rights-dNFTs will also add marketing value to their work.

Business model
- Plattforms based
- Revenues from ”success fees”
- Share of NFT-sales
- Trading fees
- White label/Joint venture

Vision
- Marketplace for music rights and IP rights
- Make investment in music and other IP
accessible to the public
- Create new income streams for artists, artists,
sportsmen, etc.
Zeptagram aims to build a prominent
marketplace for trading music rights and other
IP rights. The goal is to make IP rights a new class
of investments accessible to the public. The
company's plans are being developed to
broaden the range of revenue opportunities for
creators. The business model is fully scalable and
enables rapid growth in current business areas
and possible expansion into new sectors.

Zeptagram is unique among the competitors with
multiple technical solutions for revenue
opportunities. The combination of dNFT-audience
sales, exchanges and NFT-digital goods is unique
to this project. Zeptagram has also issued own
cryptocurrency.
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CEO SUMMARY
The financial year began with the world in great

With our financing strategy, we have created the

turmoil. The spread of Covid-19 affected the

conditions for a company of long-term growth in

whole earth whereby Zeptagram faced great chal-

an industry which is in its infancy. The great inte-

lenges. The music industry was hit extra hard with

rest in NFTs and record auctions has made the

canceled gigs and overall uncertainty. The pande-

music industry now seriously aspiring to take

mic arose in the midst of Zeptagrams financing

advantage of the opportunities Zeptagram offers

round which consequently was canceled. It was a

with its technology.

point of many trials and therefore it is with extra
great pride I can look back on the last income

We have maintained a high pace of develop-

year and our successes and achievements.

ment and can now also present a Swedish
platform for NFTs that is a good complement to

We used the time when the world stood still for

our dNFT trading platform for music rights. At

technical development and the development of a

the end of the period, the number of users

new financing strategy. This acquiesced with our

increased by 300 percent compared with the

long-term vision of making music rights into a

previous financial year.

new investment class. We chose public funding
partly to spread knowledge among Swedish inve-

With our pioneering technology, the fast pace

stors about Zeptagram and music rights.

and strong financial position, we end a challenging year in the best possible way and we

Zeptagram was met with great interest and our

welcome it.

pre-IPO was oversubscribed. The medial exposure
in connection with our pre-IPO gave us a lot of

Gothenburg, 2021-11-19

attention and many valuable connections.

Christina Löwenström CEO

The financial year ended with the start of our ICO
(Initial Coin Offering) of our cryptocurrency Zeptacoin, with the goal of listing Zeptacoin on a
cryptocurrency trading platform during the
autumn. At the end of the period, Zeptacoin's ICO
was successfully completed and raised almost
USD 2 million for Zeptagram. Zeptacoin was listed
on three major cryptocurrency exchanges. We
have also started the process for an upcoming
stock exchange listing of Zeptagram.
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MARKET
Increased interest
The founders of Zeptagram saw new
technological opportunities arriving as early as
2015 with the advent of blockchain technology
and smart contracts. The development has been
rapid, but only during the pandemic did the music
industry seriously open its eyes to these
possibilities, much thanks to record auctions of
digital art and NFTs. In the spring of 2021, the
company noticed a sharp increase in interest
from the music industry and several business
relationships were initiated with major
songwriters, artists and artists.
During the end of the period, the company
increased its visibility on social media with
campaigns and sees an increased growth of
followers. The company also has started PR
activities and is getting more media attention.
The great interest in NFTs and the strong development in the cryptocurrency market made the
company prioritize the development of a new
platform during the spring and the launch of its
own cryptocurrency Zeptacoin.

Through campaigns towards investors, the
company has established Zeptagram and
Zeptacoin as strong brands in the Swedish
capital market.
During the end of the period, the company has
started several collaborations with artists who
have shown interest in posting shares in future
IP-rights on our platforms.
Strong position heading forward
The upcoming stock exchange listing of
Zeptagram will further increase the cash reserve
and strengthen the business model. Zeptagram
has built two platforms for fans and investors
that allow them to invest in music rights and
digital goods. The business model is fully
scalable and enables rapid growth in current
business areas and possible expansion into new
sectors. In order to realize the potential, the
company will gradually increase its marketing
efforts during the financial year and in the
future, to attract users to the platforms.
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MARKET
Music rights DNFTs and NFTs as asset class
- Great demand for alternative investments
- NFTs, DNFTs as asset ckass
- The music industry is looking for new revenue
streams
- Record sales at NFT auctions
Demand among investors for alternative
investment prospects has grown as interest rates
have fallen. Over the past year, NFTs have sailed
up as an asset class that is here to stay. In
addition to multi-million dollar sums, few music
creators and the music industry have paid much
attention to the wide ranging possibilities. The
loss of revenue in the music industry during the
pandemic has increased the need to find new
revenue streams. This has called for the music
industry's interest in opportunities new
technology offers.

Competition
- No ”predominant player”
- Potentially large market
- Zeptagram - leading technology
- Access to capital
At present, the market is still in its infancy and
growing from low levels. There are no major
players who have taken a significant dominant
position in the market for music rights NFTs and
thus become an obvious player. The position of
market leader is not yet asserted and is up for
grabs. Zeptagram aims to fight for this position
with our ground breaking technology. Our
financing strategy has given us access to the
capital needed to reach the market.

Investing in music NFTs can offer returns that are
not correlated with the market and provide little
correlation with other markets. These are of great
interest to investors who want to diversify their
risks through alternative investments.
Music rights NFTs have a wide range of return
opportunities and can be analyzed through
generally accepted valuation methods. Music
rights NFTs have the scope to become a
recognized class of progress. Investing in music is
as easy as investing in stocks or mutual funds
thanks to Zeptagram's solution.
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ADMINISTRATION REPORT
The Board of Directors and the CEO of Zeptagram
AB, based in the Municipality of Gothenburg,
Västra Götaland County, submits the following
annual report for the financial year 2020–07–01 2021–06–30.

Among other significant events during the year,
we received our brand Zeptagram approved in
the US after much negotiation with Instagram.
Zeptagram and Zeptacoin are brands within the
EU.

The annual report is prepared in Swedish kronor,
SEK. Unless otherwise stated, all amounts are reported in SEK. Enters in parentheses refers to the
previous year.

The company continues to receive media
attention, both in Sweden and internationally.

The year in summary

The year-end year began during pandemic
lock down. The company's operations were
negatively affected by financing being made
more difficult due to missed investor presentations and the music industry being paralyzed by canceled gigs and events. As for
many other growth companies, this led to a
complete change in strategy. We chose to
develop the business and change the financing strategy.
In December 2020, the Board presented a longterm strategy for financing through public capital.
At the same time, a plan was presented for a
listing of the company's share on a Swedish
exchange in 2023.

Until the turn of the year, the focus was on
improvements to the music platform and preparing for a pre-IPO. The platform was improved with several new features, including master rights.
During February / March 2021, the company
carried out a new share issue in which the
public participated. By this, the company received SEK 6 million and approximately 400
new shareholders.
The company developed a first beta version
of an NFT platform, which strengthens our
product portfolio and complements the music
platform.

Zeptacoin was launched as a cryptocurrency
with an ownership spread via an ICO. After the
end of the period, Zeptacoin was listed on three
cryptocurrency exchanges.
The majority of the company's sales can be attributed to the sale of Zeptacoin, which is included
as income in the company's income statement.
Development
The Zeptagram apps and platforms

- Blockchain based
- Smart contracts
- Crowdfunding and marketplace
- Groundbreaking technology for the music
industry
The music platform is a blockchain-based
platform where smart contracts are used to create unique identities which can be sold and traded. The platform is built to collect and distribute royalties from PROs to the holders of music
rights on the platform. The technology of the
platform is specially adapted for the music industry. During the year, the platform was upgraded
with new functions and new design.

New platform for NFTs
In early 2021, interest in NFTs across the
world exploded. Digital art was sold for multi
-million sums where the ownership was
linked to NFT contracts. The company saw
an opportunity to enter this realm that is
both a complement and a further step to
sharpen Zeptagram's DNFT music platform
by and large.
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ADMINISTRATION REPORT
In spring, a first beta version of the company's NFT platform was completed, where
creators and owners of digital art have listed
artworks in connection with testing the
platform.
- Large supply of NFTs
- Complements the music platform
- Additional revenue prospects for creators
- Increased competitiveness for Zeptagram

The company's NFT platform is connected to
an NFT network which gives the platform a
wide range of NFTs. NFTs published in the
network are displayed on Zeptagram's
platform and vice versa. Zeptagram receives a
percentage-based commission on NFTs sold
on the platform via Zeptagram.
The NFT platform is a complement to the music dNFT platform as it can generate additional revenue for the artists through digital artwork, collectibles and other unique copyrighted works that may be of interest to fans.
increase awareness of Zeptagram and investments in music rights as well as NFTs.

Listing of Zeptagram planned for 2022
The great interest in the company's shares in
this spring's pre-IPO has led the board to
consider listing Zeptagram's shares as early
as 2022. The company has in the financial
year preparations for a forthcoming listing.
The company is already public and meets
the marketplace's distribution requirements.
In connection with the listing, a capital
increase of SEK 18-25 million is planned. The
goal is to use the IPOs to further strengthen
the growth opportunities for the company
and increase awareness of Zeptagram and
investments in music rights as well as NFTs.
Launch and ICO of Zeptacoin
In connection with the technical development, the company created a
cryptocurrency; Zeptacoin. We identified the
market situation as favorable during the
spring and began to prepare for the launch
of Zeptacoin with an ownership spread. The
ICO (ownership distribution) began on 31
May and ended on 7 October via four sales
rounds. We saw great interest in Zeptacoin
and all rounds of financing were oversubscribed.
The goal of Zeptacoin is to create a
cryptocurrency for widespread trading in
music rights DNFTs and NFTs. Zeptacoin is
an online cryptocurrency that has a predetermined cap on the number of coins.
Zeptacoins that are not held by the public
are included in the company's balance
sheet. Zeptacoin is included partly as an intangible asset and partly as inventory in the
company's balance sheet.
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MULTI-YEAR OVERVIEW
Multi-Year Overview (TSEK)

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Net sales

2 026

55

50

74

101

Profit after financial items

1 763

-75

-30

-42

24

Equity ratio (%)

86

29

80

14

21

Change in equity (TSEK)
Share
capital

Opening value

59

Bonus issue

444

New share issue
Disposition according to
decision on general meet.

128

Revaluation

Dev. Exp.

Share
premium

Balanced

Net
income

fund

fund

reserve

result

for year

0

1 363

691

-1 485

-75

-444

6 000
-75

939

New share issue cost

553
0

5 872

Reserve balanced exp.

Total

75

-939

0
0

-885

-885

Appr. revaluation write-up

17 743

17 743

Deffered tax debt

-3 655

-3 655

Net income for the year
Sum at year end

631

14 088

1 858

5 678

-2 499

1 618

1 618

1 618

21 374
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DISPOSITION OF RESULTS
Proposal to disposition of the profit
The board proposes that available profits (SEK):

Accumulated loss
Share premium fund
Fund for development expenses
Net income for the year

Dispositioned to be
carried forward to new account

-869 765
4 987 499
-938 962
1 617 932
4 796 704

4 796 704

The company's earnings and position in general are shown in the subsequent income statement and
balance sheet with notes.
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INCOME STATEMENT
Income statement

Not

2020-07-01

2019-07-01
-2020-06-30

2 026 147

55 273

Activated work for own account

583 948

614 460

Other operating income

171 380

88 793

2 781 475

758 526

Other external costs

-326 549

-206 489

Staff costs
2
Amortisation and write off of tangible and intangible fixed
assets

-583 948

-614 460

-19 469

0

-38 510

-2 778

-968 476

-823 727

1 812 999

-65 201

-50 018

-10 275

-50 018

-10 275

Result after financial items

1 762 981

-75 476

Result before tax

1 762 981

-75 476

-145 049

0

1 617 932

-75 476

Operating income
Net sales

Operating expenses

Other operating costs
Operating profit
Result from financial items
Interest expenses

Tax
Net income for the year
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BALANCE SHEET
Balance sheet

Not

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

3, 4

2 302 344

1 363 382

5

17 743 350

0

20 045 694

1 363 382

80 835

48 071

80 835

48 071

20 126 529

1 411 453

52 104

35 088

52 104

35 088

0

2 981

271 788

15 194

271 788

18 175

Cash and bank balances

8 340 270

447 988

Total current assets

8 664 162

501 251

28 790 691

1 912 704

ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets
Balanced expenses for development work
Developed cryptocurrency

Financial fixed assets
Other long-term securities
Sum fixed assets
Current assets
Inventory etc.
Finished goods and merchandise

Short-term receivables
Tax receivables
Other receivables

TOTAL ASSETS
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BALANCE SHEET
Balance sheet

Not

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

631 125

59 250

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital
Revaluation reserve

6

14 088 220

0

Fund for development expenses

7

1 857 969

1 363 382

16 577 314

1 422 632

Free premium fund

5 678 250

690 750

Balanced profit or loss

-2 499 478

-1 485 039

This years result

1 617 932

-75 476

4 796 704

-869 765

21 374 018

552 867

Deferred tax liability

3 655 130

0

Total allocations

3 655 130

0

1 295 933

1 268 133

1 295 933

1 268 133

Accounts payable

127 702

19 002

Tax liabilities

142 068

0

2 164 424

33 103

31 416

39 599

2 465 610

91 704

28 790 691

1 912 704

Non-restricted equity

Total equity
Allocations

8

Long-term debt
Liabilities to credit institutions
Total long-term debt

9, 10

Short-term debt

Other liabilities
Accrued expenses and prepaid income
Total short-term debt
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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NOTES
Notes
Note 1 Accounting and valuation principles
General information
The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and BFNAR 2012: 1
Annual Report and Consolidated Accounts (Q3).
The accounting principles are unchanged compared with the previous year.
Revenue recognition
Revenue has been recognized at fair value of what has been or will be received and is reported to the
extent that it is probable that the financial benefits will be credited to the company and the revenue
can be calculated in a reliable manner.
Sale of Zeptacoins:
Risk due to uncertainties and unpredictability associated with trade and selling developed cryptocurrencies is when coding takes place transferred to the users' specific wallet, which in this case is connected
to the coding on blockchain.
Intangible assets
The company reports internally generated intangible fixed assets according to the capitalization model.
This means that all expenses relating to the development of an internally generated intangible fixed
asset are capitalized and depreciated during the asset's estimated useful life, provided that the criteria
in BFNAR 2012: 1 are met.
Capitalized expenses for development work mainly pertain to platforms that have not been completed.
Developed cryptocurrency refers to Zeptacoins that the company has developed. The part of the
cryptocurrency that is classified as an intangible asset has been written up to a value that existed on the
balance sheet date. This value was identified through sales of Zeptacoins. After the balance sheet date,
sales and listing on the stock exchange have taken place at a higher value. The current stock exchange is
considered to be an active marketplace. No depreciation is made regarding developed cryptocurrency
as the period of utilisation is unlimited.
Fixed assets
Intangible and tangible fixed assets are reported at acquisition value less accumulated depreciation
according to plan and any write-downs.
Depreciation takes place on a straight-line basis over the expected useful life, taking into account significant residual value. The following depreciation percentage is applied:
Intangible assets
Balanced expenses for development work
Developed cryptocurrency

5 år
unlimited period of utilisation
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NOTES
Consideration of needs for write-down of intangible and tangible fixed assets
At each balance sheet date, an assessment is made of whether there is any indication that an asset's
value is lower than its reported value. If there is such an indication, recoverable amount is calculated. If
the recoverable amount is less than the reported value, a write-down is made which is expensed.
An internally generated intangible fixed asset that is not yet ready to be used or sold as of the balance
sheet date is always considered for a write-down.
The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the higher of fair value less costs to sell
and value in use.
Fair value less costs to sell consists of the price that a company expects to be able to obtain from a sale
between knowledgeable parties who are independent of each other and who have an interest in the
transaction being carried out. Deductions are made for such costs that are directly attributable to the
sale. The period of utilisation consists of future cash flows that an asset or a cash-generating unit is expected to generate.
In the case of write-down consideration, the assets are grouped into cash-generating units. A cashgenerating unit is the smallest identifiable group with essentially independent payments. The
consequence is that the write-down needs of certain assets are tested individually and some are tested
at the cash-generating unit level. Goodwill is allocated to the cash-generating units that are expected to
benefit from the synergy effects in the attributable business acquisitions and represents the lowest level at which goodwill is monitored.
Write-downs on cash-generating units first reduce the carrying amount of the goodwill allocated to the
cash-generating unit. Any remaining write-down proportionally reduces the other assets in the cashgenerating units.
The own cryptocurrency is considered for write-down against the active market.
Public grants
Grants from the state are reported at fair value when it is reasonable and certain that the grant will be
received and the company will meet the conditions associated with the grant. Grants intended to cover
investments in tangible or intangible fixed assets reduce the assets' acquisition value and thus the depreciable amount.
Corona-related grants are managed in accordance with BFNAR 2020: 1
Equity
Equity consists of the following items:
Share capital that represents the nominal value of issued and registered shares.
Other equity including profit for the year which includes the following:
*The revaluation fund refers to the revaluation of developed cryptocurrency
*Fund for development expenses is increased annually by the amount capitalized for the company's
equity development work. The fund is reduced annually with the depreciation of the capitalized development work.
*Free share premium fund includes premiums received on new issue of share capital.
*Balanced result, ie. all retained earnings and share-based payments for current and previous periods.
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NOTES
Key figure definitions
Operating income
The main income of the business, invoiced costs, side income and income corrections.
Result after financial items
Result after financial income and expenses but before appropriations and taxes.
Equity ratio (%)
Adjusted equity (equity and untaxed reserves less deferred tax) as a percentage of total assets.
Not 2 The average number of employees

The average number of employees

2020-07-01

2019-07-01

-2021-06-30

-2020-06-30

2

2

Not 3 Capitalized expenses for development work and similar work
2021-06-30

2020-06-30

Opening acquisition values

1 363 382

220 669

Purchases

374 483

528 253

Capitalized wage costs

583 948

614 460

Closing accumulated acquisition values

2 321 813

1 363 382

This year’s write-downs

-19 469

0

Closing accumulated write-downs

-19 469

0

Closing carrying amount

2 302 344

1 363 382

A reserve for capitalized expenses as described above has been transferred from unrestricted equity to
restricted equity. The reserve will be gradually returned to unrestricted equity in connection with the
company starting its own depreciation of the balance sheet item. Depreciation begins in the financial
year in which the company's product is fully developed.
The company's platform is not fully developed, so no depreciation is made during the year. The item
mainly consists of the undeveloped platform.
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NOTES
Not 4 Development work with public grants
2021-06-30

2020-06-30

121 000

560 000

121 000

560 000

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

0

0

Revaluation

17 743 350

0

Closing accumulated acquisition values

17 743 350

0

Closing carrying amount

17 743 350

0

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

0

0

Provision for the fund during the financial year

17 743 350

0

Reduction of deferred tax

-3 655 130

0

Value at the end of the year

14 088 220

0

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

1 363 382

220 669

938 962

1 142 713

-444 375

0

1 857 969

1 363 382

GU Ventures

Not 5 Developed cryptocurrency

Opening acquisition values

Not 6 Revaluation fund

Value at the beginning of the year

Not 7 Fund for development expenditure

Value at the beginning of the year
Provision for the fund during the financial year
Bonus issue
Value at the end of the year
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NOTES
Not 8 Provisions
2021-06-30

2020-06-30

0

0

3 655 130

0

3 655 130

0

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

Innovation credit VGR

795 933

768 133

ALMI Företagspartner Väst AB

500 000

500 000

1 295 933

1 268 133

2021-06-30

2020-06-30

500 000

500 000

500 000

500 000

Deferred tax liability
Value at the beginning of the year
Provisions for the year

Not 9 Long-term debt

Not 10 Collateral pledged

Pledged floating charges

Not 11 Significant events after the end of the financial year
Zeptacoin's ICO, which began at the end of the year-end period, ended successfully in early October.
In October, Zeptacoin was listed on three cryptocurrency exchanges, BitMart, Bittrex and Pancakeswap.
The company has applied for registration of the Zeptacoin trademark in the United States.
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DISCLAIMER
The income statement and balance sheet will be subject to approval at the Annual General Meeting on
December 29, 2021.
English version of the annual report is a translation from the Swedish version which is original version
and signed by the company’s auditor. This is a translated version and has not been signed by the company’s auditor.

Göteborg

Christina Löwenström

Johan Forsman Löwenström

CEO

Chairman of the board

Richard Rydell
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